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THE EVOLUTION OF THE ANTARCTIC TREATY

Introduction

The evolution of the Antarctic Treaty has both reflected and

stimulated the international cooperation which has been the basis of

Antarctic activity since the earliest explorations. Cooperation in

Antarctica increased over decades of activity, was given legal

expression in 1959, and has reached new heights in the years since

the conclusion of the treaty.. The following pages trace the progress

of cooperation in Antarctica and its amplification under the

1/
Antarctic Treaty.

Historical Cooperation

The Antarctic Treaty which was signed on December 1, 1959, topped

off nearly two centuries of exploration and scientific investigation

which began with Captain James Cook's circumnavigation of the continent

between 1772 and 1775. Though modest further efforts at exploration

were made during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the major

activity was in seal and- whale hunting. However, by the end of the

nineteenth century, as the scientific importance of Antarctica became

more apparent, scientists and government officials in many countries

began realizing the need for international cooperative efforts 
in

Antarctica. Consideration was given to measures to pool the increasing

scientific knowledge of the continent.

1/ For a more detailed discussion, see House Document No. 358, 88th Congress,

2nd session, entitled "United States Policy and International Cooperation

in Antarctica."
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Explorers of several maritime nations undertook further exploration

and research in Antarctica during and after World War I. In 1932 and

1933 during the Second International Polar Year (the first was held

in 1882-1883), several stations were established in the Southern

Hemisphere. These formed an international network of stations which

the forty-four participating nations used to make systematic observations

of scientific phenomena. A suggestion was made in 1950 for a third

polar year. From this developed the International Geophysical Year (IGY),

which ran from -July 1, 1957, to December 31, 1958.

During the IGY the largest multinational assault ever made on

Antarctica was undertaken. By late 1957, over sixty stations had been

erected on or near the continent to collect scientific data which was

then distributed worldwide to data centers. Scientists from the United

States and other nations undertook additional joint efforts. The United

States, at the requestof the Special Committee of the International

Council of Scientific Unions (which had planned the IGY), operated an

IGY Antarctic Weather Central at Little America V. Research there was

performed by scientists and technicians from many countries working

together. There also developed the practice among interested nations

of exchanging official representatives to accompany one another's annual

resupply missions. Eventually scientists and technicians were also

exchanged.
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Other kinds of cooperative Antarctic activities during this 
year of

science included logistic support to one another's Antarctic endeavors,

exchange of publications on Antarctica, and aid in search and rescue

operations.

The twelve nations which participated in the IGY Antarctic 
activities

agreed to continue their pursuit of the mysteries of the South Pole. The

International Council of Scientific Unions created the Special Committee

on Antarctic Research (SCAR) to plan post-IGY Antarctic activities.

Nations continued to exchange officials and scientists and visits to one

another's stations. It was on the basis of this international scientific

cooperation during and after IGY that negotiations for 
the treaty were begun.

The Antarctic Treaty, 1959

The initiative to begin discussions was taken by the 
United States.

Talks were held with other governments in which proposals 
were considered

for continuing scientific cooperation in Antarctica 
and for its utilization

for peace purposes. Following these talks, the United States 
issued in

11
notes of May 2, 1958, to eleven other IGY nations - active in Antarctica,

invitations to attend a conference in Washington. The notes stated the

desirability of these nations' "participating in 
the Antarctic program of

the International Geophysical Year to reach agreement 
among themselves

1/ The participants in the conference, and original signatories, were

Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New Zealand,

Norway, South Africa, the USSR, the United Kingdom, and the United

States.
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on a program to assure the continuation of... fruitful scientific

cooperation."

On October 15, 1959, the International Congress on Antarctica was

opened in Washington. After more than fifty formal and informal closed

sessions (only two, the first and last, were public), the final text of

the treaty was completed. The text was signed December 1, 1959, and the

Conference adjourned.

Included in the treaty were the following basic points: (a) that

Antarctica be used for peaceful purposes only, there being prohibited

any measures of a military nature; (b) that no nuclear explosions be

conducted and no radioactive waste materials be disposed of in Antarctica;

(c) that there be freedom of scientific investigation 
and cooperation

toward that end; (d) that territorial claims, rights to claims, and

recognition of claims be frozen for the indefinite duration of the Treaty;

(e) that in pursuit of cooperation, consultative meetings of the twelve

signatories be held periodically to review measures and objectives in

pursuance of the treaty; (f) that any disputes arising be settled by

peaceful means (such as arbitration, mediation, etc.) and not by force;

and (g) that the area covered by the treaty be that south of 60 degrees

South Latitude.

It was recommended by the Conference that participating nations 
meet

within two months, and when convenient thereafter, pending entry into

force of the treaty, to consult and recommend interim arrangements
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relating to matters dealt with in the treaty. Thirty-seven interim

consultative meetings were held in Washington, the first one on January 27,

1960. One of the most useful recommendations to arise from these meetings

was that governments inform individual scientists and scientific bodies

participating in the work of the independent SCAR that work conducted by

SCAR constituted the kind of activity envisioned in the treaty and should

be given wholehearted support and encouragement.

Representatives also agreed to a recommendation calling for the

voluntary exchange of information on planned scientific activities and

logistic support.

The treaty finally entered into force when ratified by all twelve

nations on June 23, 1961. The United Kingdom was the first to ratify;

the United States, the fifth, on August 18, 1960.

Scientific and Diplomatic Activity Pursuant to the Treaty

The international cooperation characteristic of Antarctic activity

was continued by the treaty on two levels: diplomatic and scientific.

As provided for in the treaty, there have been, to date, five consultative

meetings. The first took place July 10 through 24, 1961. Out of that

meeting, sixteen recommendations were adopted in 'furtherance of principles

and objectives of the Antarctic Treaty.' These provisions encouraged

scientific cooperation and aimed at ensuring the use of the area for

peaceful purposes only. The subjects of these recommendations concerned
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the following: cooperation regarding certain scientific investigation;

logistics; communications; conservation; restoration and preservation

of buildings or objects of historical interest; assistance by expeditions

during emergency calls for help; cooperation in mail delivery; information

sharing regarding the use of nuclear equipment and techniques in the

areas defined by the treaty; procedures provided for in Article IX of the

treaty relative to consultative meetings; and approval of the suggestion to

hold the next meeting in Argentina. These recommendations were later

approved by the governments, and became effective April 30, 1962.

,The Second Consultative Meeting was from July 18 to 28, 1962, in

Buenos Aires. In preparation for the Second Consultative Meeting

Argentina held several preliminary talks. At this meeting, ten

recommendations were adopted. They were concerned with the following

topics: the transmission and exchange of scientific observations to

recognized data-gathering centers; conservation; communications; the

need for a symposium on logistics; expediting execution of administrative

procedures regarding the shipment through customs of records, samples,

specimens, and scientific instruments relevant to Antarctic research;

encouraging international scientific and official cooperation regarding

the International Year of the Quiet Sun (1964-1965); immediate approval

by governments of recommendations adopted at consultative meetings; and

approval for holding the next meeting at Brussels. These recommendations
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were approved by all twelve governments, and consequently became effective

on January 11, 1963.

The Third Consultative Meeting was held from June 2 to 13, 1964,

in Brussels. At this meeting, nine of eleven recommendations were

approved. They concerned the following subjects: information on

facilities for the lending of aircraft; notification of unoccupied

refuges; logistics; telecommunications; questions concerning meetings

of specialists; interim guidelines for the conservation of fauna and

flora; the interest of SCAR in Antarctic conservation; pelagic sealing

and the taking of fauna on pack ice; and acceptance of the Chilean offer

to hold the next meeting in Santiago. These recommendations were

unanimously approved and became effective July 27 and September 1, 1966.

The Fourth Consultative Meeting was held in Chile, November 3

through 18, 1966. At this meeting, twenty-eight out of a total thirty-

seven recommendations were approved on the following: interim guidelines

for the conservation of fauna and flora, and for the voluntary regulation

of Antarctic pelagic sealing; the interest of SCAR in Antarctic pelagic

sealing; exchange of information through diplomatic channels not later

than October 31, 1966; meetings of experts; meeting on logistics; tele-

communications; the effects of Antarctic tourism; designation of certain

areas as "specially protected areas" for the preservation of Antarctic

flora and fauna; implementation of the agreed measures for conservation
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of flora and fauna; and acceptance of the French offer to hold the next

meeting in Paris. These recommendations became effective October 30, 1968.

The Fifth and most recent Consultative Meeting was held November 18

through 29, 1968, in Paris. The recommendations discussed were on the

following subjects: a stamp issue commemorating the Tenth Anniversary

of the Antarctic Treaty; measures for improving Antarctic telecommunications;

study of the Southern Ocean; the preservation of historic monuments; the

designation of certain specially protected areas for the conservation of

flora and fauna; modification of previous conservation recommendations;

consideration by member governments of SCAR proposals for the revision

of the interim guidelines for the voluntary regulation of Antarctic

pelagic sealing; and the offer of the Japanese government to hold the

next meeting in Tokyo.

The recommendations of the Fifth Meeting have not yet been approved

by the Consultative Parties. The Sixth Consultative Meeting has been

scheduled, however, to be held in Tokyo, October 19, 1970.

Unique conditions exist for the Antarctic Treaty which serve to

reinforce the concept and practice of cooperation which it endorses.

The success of scientific exploration and research in Antarctica is

sometimes dependent on cooperation and on the exchange of information.

Cooperation as expounded by the treaty is necessitated and facilitated

by the nature of Antarctic activities and adversities the climate poses.
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In continuing the cooperation begun during the IGY, the treaty calls

for the regular exchange of information and personnel, in addition to the

periodic meetings discussed above. The United States is one of the most

active participants in exchange activities. Research personnel -

meteorologists, gladiologists, physicists, biologists, oceanographers -

are exchanged among the stations and oceanographic vessels of several

countries, most notably between the United States and the Soviet Union.

The United States also has an extensive cooperative program with New

Zealand: the United States provides logistic support in exchange for the

use of New Zealand airfields and ports. Further cooperation is seen in

the regular exchange of invitations to observe and participate in one

another's operations and resupply expeditions. Again, as an example,

the United States extends invitations to participating nations to

observe Operation Deep Freeze activities every year.

In pursuit of their goal to encourage international scientific

cooperation, as mentioned previously, the treaty nations recommended in

the First Consultative Meeting that their governments facilitate the

continuation of the exchange of information regarding plans for scientific

programs as carried on through already existing scientific organizations,

specifically the Special Committee on Antarctic Research, and through other

member unions and committees of the International Council of Scientific

Unions (ICSU).
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In the years since the entry into force of the treaty, there appears

to have been a proliferation of scientific meetings and symposiums as

follow-ups to Antarctic research. The first technical meeting under the

treaty was the Antarctic Treaty Meeting on Telecommunications of 1963.

Examples of other scientific meetings have been the annual meetings of

SCAR, the Symposium on Antarctic Logistics in 1962, the Symposium on

Antarctic Geology in 1963, the 1966 Symposium on Physical and Biological

Oceanography of Antarctic Waters, the Symposium on Pole Meteorology in

1966, the Second SCAR Biological Symposium in 1968, and the International

Symposium on Antarctic Glaciological Exploration in 1968. There have

also been numerous expeditions: e.g., the 1966 Belgian-Netherlands

Antarctic Expedition, and the International Weddell Sea Oceanographic

Expedition (first phase completed in 1968).

In addition, translations of one another's scientific writings are

being made increasingly available. For example, Soviet monographs are

submitted to the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical

Information for translation under the Israel Program for Scientific

Translation. The Antarctic Journal, published every two months by the

National Science Foundation, publishes a program of the monographs

available from the Clearinghouse. As another example, the Soviet

Antarctic Expedition Information Bulletin is translated by the American

Geophysical Union under National Science Foundation grants.
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In recent years there has been a trend within SCAR to organize sub-

groups of specialists under existing working groups. This breakdown

reflects a trend in Antarctic scientific research toward specialization,

which in turn reveals the long way that Antarctic scientific research

has come in the' past ten years. Previously, Antarctic research programs

were general and exploratory. Since then, the outlines of scientific

Antarctic phenomena have been clarified. This has created the need for

specialization and interdisciplinary studies. Closer cooperation has

been necessitated. There has been a trend too in other scientific fields

to treat Antarctica as part of a greater worldwide whole, rather than as

an isolated entity. This increase in closer scientific cooperation

appears to have served to enhance diplomatic cooperation among nations

with regard to Antarctica.

Inspection

One very significant activity under the treaty is that of inspection.

In accordance with Article VII, which provides for the designation of

observers to carry out inspection "to promote the objectives and ensure

the observance" of the treaty, several inspections were carried out in

1963-1964 and in 1967. The first inspections were carried out by four

of the signatory states, Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and

the United States, during the 1963-1964 season. New Zealand conducted

the first in November-December 1963 by sending two observers to inspect

three United States stations: McMurdo, South Pole, and Byrd. In

December of that same year, the United Kingdom and Australia sent
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observers to inspect these same United States stations. They also inspected

New Zealand's Scott Station. The United States assisted these inspections

by providing transportation, accommodations and supplies.

In 1964 the United States conducted its own inspection. Secretary

of State Rusk appointed observers in November 1963, who, in January 1964,

inspected nine stations belonging to Britain, Argentina, the Soviet Union,

New Zealand, France, and Chile.

In March 1967, the United States conducted its second inspection. A

five-man observer team inspected eight stations belonging to France,

Australia, the USSR, Japan, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and Argentina.

They also inspected the Danish ship Thala Dan, under charter to the French

and Australian expeditions, while it was unloading cargo at Australia's

Wilkes Station. The team "reported that they were welcomed in a friendly

and cooperative spirit at every facility visited; that access to all

installations was made available freely; and that all activities observed

in the Antarctic were in consonance with the spirit and specific provisions

of the Treaty." ~

The Antarctic experiment has attested admirably to the possibilities

of scientific and political cooperation among nations in the pursuit of

common interests. It helped to set the pattern for the Outer Space Treaty

1/ Department of State Press Release, March 20, 1967, no. 60.
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which, like the Antarctic Treaty, is characterized by a spirit of international

scientific cooperation and exploration. It has also been cited as a model

for a future treaty on the international exploitation of ocean resources.

bsf



7John D. Negroponte ;

The Success of the
Antarctic Treaty, ii

United States Department of State
Bureau of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C.

Following is an address by John D.
Negroponte, Assistant Secretary for
Oceans and International Environmen-
tal and Scientific Affairs, before the 11th
annual Center for Oceans Law and
Policy seminar, Charlottesville,
Virginia, March 27, 1987.

It's not often that one gets to address
such an august and distinguished body of
experts on polar issues. But, more
importantly, given the topic of my
speech-Antarctica-it's not often that
the Department of State is allowed to
speak on such a clearly successful treaty.
The Antarctic Treaty has been in force
for over a quarter of a century, and it
has worked. It has lived up to some of
the noble goals that we usually use to
describe treaties which we negotiate,
and, more importantly, it has responded
successfully to various threats and
challenges to its existence. Not that
those threats have gone away. They
remain, and I shall address them later.

But if we read sections of the pre-
amble to the treaty which sets forth our
goals, I think you will have to agree
that, so far, we have fulfilled them. One
states:

.. that it is in the interest of all mankind
that Antarctica shall continue forever to be
used exclusively for peaceful purposes and
shall not become the scene or object of inter-
national discord.

Another declares:

.. . that a treaty ensuring the use of
Antarctica for peaceful purposes only and the

continuance of international harmony in Ant-
arctica will further the purposes and prin-
ciples embodied in the Charter of the United
Nations.

How many other treaties can stand
examination after 25 years, and declare
themselves still faithful to their goals?

The Antarctic Treaty and treaty
system stand as a remarkable example
of international cooperation. Through
their operation, Antarctica is an effec-
tive zone of peace-is, perhaps, the only
region of the planet in which one can say
that the principles and purposes of the
UN Charter have, in fact, been realized
in practice.

Foundation Stone
for Peaceful Progress

Mention of the UN Charter brings me to
one of the current major challenges to
the treaty. Some UN members have
questioned the right of self-chosen
nations to act as protectors of the
Antarctic; they have questioned the
"exclusivity" of the membership.

Let me set the record straight on
this point. There are now 35 states party
to the treaty; more than half of them are
consultative parties. The fact that only
12 states signed the treaty at its incep-
tion makes the obvious point: the treaty
is an open one. And a look at the
membership makes that point all the
more clearly. It is diversity in spades:
developed countries and developing
ones; Western democracies and Eastern-
bloc nations; nonaligned countries,
including a healthy representation of the
so-called Third World. Some of the more
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recent adherents demonstrate this. With
the accession of India, China, and Brazil,
Antarctic Treaty members now repre-
sent about two-thirds of the world's
population. If this is a "rich-nations-
only" club, I'm sure the populations of
those countries would be surprised to
learn it.

Of course, mere diversity is no
measure of success. The point is that, in
spite of the diversity, there has been
consensus and there has been progress.
It has frequently not been all sweetness
and light, but how many other accords
have allowed the Argentines and the
British to continue to cooperate during
their recent imbroglio-or ourselves and
the Soviets, for that matter? It is a truly
international cooperative agreement,
and under it, there have been major
successes.

First, the treaty is a major arms
control agreement. It bans all military
activities, including the testing of
weapons, in Antarctica as well as pro-
hibiting nuclear explosions and the
disposal of radioactive wastes there. And
it allows unrestricted inspections to
ensure compliance.

Second, the treaty has allowed
peaceful scientific research and coopera-
tion. It grew out of the cooperation of
the International Geophysical Year in
1957-58, and it has continued this
tradition.

Third, it has done so in spite of con-
flicting territorial claims. Seven nations
claim a part of the continent, and some
of these claims overlap. But the treaty
puts these claims "on ice," if you will

TATE, DEPT. OF
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allow the pun. In a wonderfully imagin-
ative stroke, article IV of the treaty
allows the activities in Antarctica to go
forward, in spite of the territorial claims
of some and the lack of assertion or
recognition of claims by others. This
precedent in itself is a remarkable
achievement: it is the foundation stone
for peaceful progress in Antarctica.

Last but not least, the treaty par-
ties have succeeded in cooperating in
respect to this ice-covered continent, in
spite of frequent and often acute
bilateral differences between them on
other matters. What could demonstrate
this more clearly than the recent acces-
sion of both North and South Korea to
the treaty?

As I noted earlier, the treaty
embodies much of what the UN Charter
espouses. One can only wonder at the
motives of countries who would carp at
that success.

The Challenge of
Managing Resources

There is another threat to the successful
operation of the treaty, and that is the
challenge of managing resources. In
Senate testimony for the treaty years
ago, noted geologist and Antarctic
expert Dr. Larry Gould observed:

I would not give a nickel for all the
mineral resources I know in Antarctica. The
point is we don't know and to predicate a pro-
gram or to presume that vast resources are
there is nonsense.

Frankly, I haven't seen any more
accurate estimates of the mineral wealth
of Antarctica, but, of course, the point is
that technological developments now
mean that resources which are
economical to extract may well be there,
and Antarctic Treaty members need to
address all the problems posed by their
presence.

Two of the hallmarks of the Antarc-
tic Treaty system are its anticipatory
and flexible qualities. In response to
other resource problems in Antarctica,
two separate treaties were negotiated.
These are the 1972 Convention for the
Conservation of Antarctic Seals, which
establishes measures and mechanisms to
deal with the possible initiation of com-
mercial sealing in Antarctica; and the
1980 Convention on the Conservation of
Antarctic Marine Living Resources
(CCAMLR), which establishes the legal
obligations and mechanism for dealing
with fishing activities in the waters
around Antarctica. Treaty members
recognized that resource agreements
were necessary, and they negotiated
them. It is this same responsiveness
which brought about the current

minerals negotiation. It is clear that all
the good qualities of the Antarctic
system are being tested by these
minerals negotiations, which will repre-
sent a further successful evolution of the
treaty system.

We seek an agreed international
system for dealing with mineral
resources activities to ensure that the
full range of our Antarctic interests,
including protection of the environment,
are met. Mineral resource activity could,
if unregulated or if undertaken without
an agreed system for its management,
become the source of environmental
degradation, international discord, or
conflict in Antarctica. We seek the suc-
cessful conclusion of the Antarctic
mineral resource negotiations not only
from the perspective of satisfying our
mineral resource interests but also from
the perspective of preserving the treaty
and consolidating and expanding the
achievements of the Antarctic Treaty
system, which has maintained the region
as a zone of peace for a quarter of a
century.

I do not want to repeat what I said
earlier about those who suggest that the
United Nations is the appropriate venue
for the Antarctic issues, but I will say
this: the Antarctic Treaty system offers
the best available and probably the only
viable framework for successful develop-
ment of a system to deal with possible
mineral resource activities in Antarctica.
In making this statement, I would reem-
phasize the point that any such system
must itself be an open one. It must
accord the right to any of its parties-to
any participant that so chooses-to
undertake mineral resource activities.
And any new entrants that undertake
such activities should become fully
involved in the decision process of the
system.

Any discussion about resources in
Antarctica goes to the heart of what that
huge continent is all about-the environ-
ment. The United States is a leader in
both Antarctic and international envi-
ronmental affairs. We intend to continue
to do what we can to protect the envi-
ronment and the ecological systems of
Antarctica and the surrounding oceans. I
am reminded of the New Yorker cartoon
showing a scene from the UN General
Assembly, and behind the nameplate
labeled "Antarctica" sits a penguin.
Alas, the penguins have no vote. But I
like to think the Antarctic Treaty system
votes for them, or at least takes their
well-being into account.

Addressing Administrative Challenges

A further challenge to the Antarctic
Treaty is the one posed by the mere
growth of interest in and curiosity about

Antarctica. More people are going to
Antarctica to do research or just to visit,
and more countries are involved, sending
expeditions and setting up research sta-
tions. The South Koreans, for example,
who acceded to the treaty last
November, have just expressed their
intention to build a permanent station
there.

This increase in attention has
created problems for Antarctica and for
the administration of the treaty, and I
would like to wind up my talk with a few
observations and suggestions on these
problems.

First, we must anticipate increasing
diversity in the uses of Antarctica. As
large as the continent is, there are
relatively few areas of access to it. There
are already signs that action may be
needed to deal with concentration of
activities. The United States and other
treaty parties must do more work on
measures to prevent overconcentration
and mutual interference of activities, as
well as to avoid damage to the environ-
ment. Wherever possible, we should pool
our scientific efforts and facilities. We
must also develop practices and policies
which prevent multiple uses from
developing into conflicts. This will, over
time, necessarily involve consideration of
land-use concepts for areas of Antarc-
tica. It may also require coordination
and cooperation in the location and use
of stations and other scientific support
facilities on the continent. In sum, it is
time for the United States and the other
parties to the treaty to lay the ground-
work for a more coordinated approach to
managing human activity in Antarctica.

Second, growing complexity of
interests and issues means the Antarctic
parties must reexamine their practices
to ensure that the treaty continues to be
dynamic and responsive to changing
problems. I spoke earlier of the flexibil-
ity of the treaty as one of its hallmarks.
I think it needs some now.

Treaty members need to think about
greater cooperation with other interna-
tional organizations, about more
information-sharing, and possibly even
about more structure to the treaty's
administrative function. In short, the
time may have come for the Antarctic
Treaty Consultative Parties to begin
behaving more like the significant inter-
national organization that it is. For
example, greater efforts are needed to
expand the availability of information on
activities and achievements. There is a
need to "get the word out," so to speak,
about the good things the treaty does
and about what 25 years of cooperation
has produced.

2



The treaty itself foresees the
establishment of cooperative working
relationships with international organiza-
tions having a scientific or technical
competence in Antarctic matters, includ-
ing the specialized agencies of the
United Nations. The complexities of Ant-
arctic activities make it necessary that
the parties to the treaty take advantage
of the expert knowledge and experience
available to a number of other interna-
tional bodies. As a first step, I think it is
important that the treaty parties invite
relevant international organizations to
participate as observers at their meet-
ings. The Antarctic marine living
resources agreement-the CCAMLR-
allows this, and so should this treaty.

Finally, I believe that the time may
have come for the parties to address the
possibility of a secretariat. As it stands
now, the host country of the biennial
meetings provides this function. But
with the growing number of participants
in the treaty system, the growth in the

amount and extent of activities in Ant-
arctica, and the growing interrelation-
ships between treaty parties and other
international bodies, we should, perhaps,
consider a more formal structure for the
treaty consultative mechanism. While
this development should, perhaps, pro-
ceed in a modest fashion, it is important
that we launch the process of that
development soon-specifically, at the
14th Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Meeting this coming October.

Conclusion

As we take stock of the political,
resource, and administrative challenges
faced by the Antarctic Treaty system
today, I believe we can take considerable
satisfaction from the successful interna-
tional cooperation which has occurred
for almost 30 years. Under the terms of
the treaty, the document will be open to
review by the signatories in 1991. The
fact that the document can be amended

is not to suggest that it must necessarily
be subjected to change. There is a school
of thought-with which I happen to
associate myself-which holds that an
eminently successful basic charter such
as the Antarctic Treaty should only be
modified in the most compelling of cir-
cumstances. I see no such situations on
the horizon. To be sure, there are serious
problems to be managed and new chal-
lenges to be faced; but I am convinced
that both the fundamental spirit and
basic structure which shaped our
approach to Antarctica a generation ago
can and should persist into the next cen-
tury. E
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